
J. Geophys. Res., 1998Retrieval of stratospheric temperatures from spaceborne microwave limb sounding measurementsT. Wehr1, S. B�uhler, A. von Engeln, K. K�unziInstitute of Remote Sensing, University of Bremen, GermanyJ. LangenESA-ESTEC, Noordwijk, The NetherlandsAbstract.Microwave limb sounding is a well suited technique for the observation of thecomposition and temperature of the middle atmosphere. The shuttle-borneMillimeter-Wave Atmospheric Sounder (MAS) measures three oxygen linesin the 61-64GHz region. Since oxygen is uniformly mixed in the lower andmiddle atmosphere, the amplitude and shape of the emission lines dependsonly on temperature and pressure. From these oxygen emission lines verticaltemperature pro�les are retrieved with a vertical resolution of 5 km in thealtitude region of 15-45 km (127-1.5 hPa). The estimated total error is 1.5K ataltitudes of 25-35 km (24.5-5.7 hPa) and up to 5K above and below this region.Simultaneously with the temperature pro�le certain instrument parametersare retrieved. We present the �rst MAS temperature retrieval results takenat three di�erent locations from measurements of 31 March 1992 duringthe ATLAS-1 mission. The temperature retrieval results are basically ingood agreement with National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)analysis data, but the MAS retrievals have the tendency to low temperaturesin the lower stratosphere.IntroductionSpace borne microwave receivers can be used forglobal measurements of atmospheric composition andtemperature. The MAS is a passive millimeter-wavelimb sounding radiometer, which measures atmosphericradiance in order to retrieve pro�les of O3, H2O, ClO,temperature and pressure simultaneously. It operateson board the space shuttle and has been own threetimes as part of the ATLAS (Atmospheric Laboratoryfor Application and Science) mission from 1992 to 1994.The main objective of the ATLAS mission is to studythe photo chemistry and dynamics of the stratosphereand mesosphere. The ATLAS mission has been de-scribed by Kaye et al., [1996].1Now at University of Maryland Baltimore County, USA

Results of ozone, water vapor and ClO of MAS mea-surements in the middle atmosphere have been pub-lished by Hartmann et al. [1996 b]. Additional MASmeasurements have been published about ozone re-trievals in the high-altitude stratosphere [Olivero et al.,1996], mesospheric and lower thermospheric water va-por and ozone [Bevilacqua et al., 1996], upper strato-spheric ClO [Aellig, 1996 a] and arctic stratospheric andmesospheric H2O [Aellig, 1996 b]. Some preliminary re-sults of temperature retrievals have been published byWehr et al. [1997].Other retrievals of temperature pro�les from mea-surements by space borne microwave instruments havebeen published, for example from the NEMS instrumenton NIMBUS 5 Microwave Satellite [Waters et al. , 1975]and the UARS Microwave Limb Sounder [Fishbein et al., 1996].1



WEHR ET AL.: RETRIEVAL OF STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 2The focus of this paper is to present stratospherictemperature retrieval results of the ATLAS-1 mission.The retrieved parameters are the temperature (T) andpressure (p) pro�le, assuming hydrostatic balance. Cri-tical instrument parameters are also simultaneously re-trieved, as described below. Finally, the temperatureretrieval results were compared to the National Centerfor Environmental Prediction (NCEP) analysis. Bothdata sets are found to be in agreement within the MASretrieval error bars.The MAS InstrumentThe MAS operates on board the space shuttle at analtitude of about 300 km. The orbit inclination is 57�.The �eld of view is perpendicular to the ight direc-tion. Depending on the yaw orientation of the shuttle,the latitudinal coverage of the measurement is 70�N to40� S or 40�N to 70� S. The duration of one MAS scancycle corresponds to a ground distance of about 100km.The details of the MAS instrument are described byCroskey et al. [1992]. The MAS is a sensor which con-tains three separate microwave radiometers using het-erodyne technique. One radiometer measures the oxy-gen lines 9+ (61.151GHz), 15+ (62.998GHz) and 17+(63.568GHz), a second radiometer measures H2O at183.310GHz and O3 at 184.377GHz, and a third ra-diometer measures ClO at 204.352GHz.The oxygen lines are observed to derive atmosphericp and T pro�les. From the same lines critical instru-ment parameters are retrieved, since they are not knownaccurately enough. These parameters are described inthe subsection \retrieval of instrument parameters".The MAS scans the limb of the atmosphere by acontinuous movement of the antenna through the tan-gent point altitude range of about 5 to 130km. Onelimb scan consists of a continuous down- and an up-movement of the antenna, plus calibration positions.The total time for one cycle is 12.8 s, immediately fol-lowed by the next cycle. 320 single spectra are inte-grated during one cycle, with a data sample interval(DSI) of 0.04 s. The antenna angle and shuttle positionis given for each DSI.The line spectrum of O2 around 60GHz is the re-sult of spin ip transitions at di�erent rotational levels.The spin S results from two unpaired electrons addingup to S = 1 for the O2 molecule. The orbital angularmomentum is zero and the spin angular momentum iscoupled to the rotational angular momentum througha weak magnetic �eld arising from the molecular rota-tion. The Zeeman splitting due to the earth magnetic

�eld a�ects the center of the oxygen lines [Hartmann etal., 1996 a]. Since the forward model currently ignoresZeeman splitting, we cannot use the line center for theretrievals. Each oxygen line is observed with a band-width of 400MHz, from which we disregard � 10MHzfrom the center frequency, which is a conservative es-timate. Consequently, we cannot retrieve mesospherictemperatures. In this analysis we focus on temperatureand pressure in the stratosphere.Retrieval TechniqueThe forward model F calculates the received spectralpower vector y = F (x;b), using the radiative transferequation. It also models the instrument characteristics.b are the model data, which are assumed to be suf-�ciently known and x are the parameters which haveto be retrieved. In our analysis, x consist of the tem-perature pro�le and speci�c instrument parameters, asdescribed below. b contains all other model parameters,e.g., the spectroscopic data base.The inverse model I returns the best estimate of x,which is named x̂. I is a function of the measurementF (x;b) + �y (where �y is the measurement noise), theconstant model parameter b and a priori data c:x̂ = I(F (x;b) + �y; b̂; c) (1)where b̂ is the best estimate of the true model param-eter b. In this analysis we assume b̂ = b, since theerrors in b̂ are small. The most critical elements of bare the spectroscopic data. We use the oxygen line pa-rameters published by Liebe et al. [1992], given with anerror estimate for the absorption coe�cient of 2%.We can approximate the forward model F (x) by aTaylor seriesy = F (x0) + @F@x (x� x0) = y0 +K0(x� x0) (2)where @F=@x = K is the Jacobian matrix of F and x0is the linearization point, for which we use the a pri-ori. The optimal estimation method with Newtonianiteration [Rodgers, 1976] has been selected for our re-trievals. We obtain the iterative retrieval formula forthe (n+1)-th iteration:xn+1 = x0 + (S�10 +KTnS�1y Kn)�1KTnS�1y�[(y � yn)�Kn(x0 � xn)]where T denotes the matrix transpose, yn is a syntheticspectrum, calculated from the n-th iteration result xn.x0 is the a priori, Sy is the noise covariance matrix



WEHR ET AL.: RETRIEVAL OF STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 3of the measured spectrum, given by the instrument'snoise, S0 is the a priori error covariance matrix, whichrepresents the uncertainty of the a priori assumptions.As the convergence criterion we use the residual of xn+1and xn.The statistical error covariance matrix of the last it-eration is called Ŝ. It can be calculated asŜ = (S�10 + K̂TS�1y K̂)�1 (3)by using the Jacobian matrix K̂, which has been calcu-lated with the result of the last iteration. Ŝ is the sumof the smoothing error covariance matrix and the mea-surement error covariance matrix, which both can becalculated separately. The smoothing error covariancematrix represents the retrieval parameter errors due tosmoothing between the retrieval parameters, e.g., verti-cal smoothing of the temperature pro�le. The measure-ment error covariance matrix represents the error in theretrieved parameters due to statistical errors (noise) inthe measured spectrum.The a priori data are the �rst guess of the retrievalparameters and the start point of the iterative retrievalprocedure. The a priori temperature pro�le and surfacepressure are taken from an atmosphere model. The apriori data of the instrument's parameters, which shallbe retrieved, are taken from the instrument's speci�ca-tions or a previous analysis by Berg [1996].The statistical errors are calculated for each retrieval.A very useful tool to assess the quality of a retrieval isthe averaging kernel matrixA = (@I=@y) � (@F=@x) (4)which represents the sensitivity of the retrieval to the re-trieval parameters. If the corresponding averaging ker-nel matrix element of a retrieval parameter is large (�1), the retrieval is sensitive to this parameter. If it isclose to zero the retrieved value is dominated by the apriori assumption. The widths of the rows of the av-eraging kernel matrix represent the smoothing of theretrieved parameters. An example of the averaging ker-nel matrix will be given later.With the de�nition of the averaging kernel matrix wecan write the mathematical de�nition of the smoothingerror covariance matrix asSN = (A� I)S0(A� I)T (5)where I is the unit matrix. The measurement errorcovariance matrix is de�ned bySM = DySyDTy (6)

with Dy = @I@y (7)Dy is the Jacobian matrix of the retrieval I with respectto the measurement vector y. The total statistical errorcovariance matrix of the retrieved parameters is the sumof SN and SM which is identical to Ŝ in equation (3).A detailed description of retrieval techniques, re-trieval software and analysis of synthetic measurementsis given by Wehr [1996].Retrieval of Atmospheric ParametersThe independent coordinate in our retrievals is thegeometrical altitude. The reason for choosing the geo-metrical altitude is more of historical nature, becausethe tangent point of the antenna beam is geometricallycalculated by the antenna angle and the position co-ordinates of the shuttle navigation system. Therefore,the calibrated spectra of each scan angle are providedfor the retrieval system together with the antenna scanangle and the tangent point altitude.Whether the independent coordinate of the retrievalis altitude or pressure does not matter at all, because weassume a hydrostatic atmosphere and assume to knowthe surface pressure. For the radiative transfer calcu-lations we need both the pressure and the altitude, thelatter for optical path length calculation. For the a pri-ori temperature pro�le we use atmosphere model dataafter Fleming et al. [1988]. This data set contains tem-peratures and pressures as a function of the geometricalaltitude. In this data set pressure values are not givenfor altitudes below 20km. Also, these atmosphere dataare not hydrostatic. Therefore we take the pressurevalue at 20 km and calculate the hydrostatic pressurepro�le upwards and downwards by using the hydrostaticequation p(z) = p(z0) exp0@� zZz0 g(z0)MRT (z0) dz01A (8)where p(z) is the pressure at the altitude z, p(z0) isthe pressure at an altitude z0 < z, g(z0) is the earth'sgravitation at altitude z0, T (z0) is the temperature atz0, M is the air molecular mass, R is the universal gasconstant. This gives us the a priori atmosphere withpressures and temperatures on a geometrical altitudegrid.The �rst retrieval iteration calculates new tempera-tures on the given altitudes with the optimal estimationmethod described above. Afterwards, the hydrostatic



WEHR ET AL.: RETRIEVAL OF STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 4equation (8) is used to recalculate the pressure pro�lefor the new temperatures at the given altitudes. Forthis, we use the surface pressure of the a priori pro�le.The new atmosphere pro�le therefore consists of thealtitudes (which never changes), the retrieved temper-atures (using the optimal estimation method) and therecalculated pressures (using equation 8). All followingretrieval iterations do the same procedure of retrievingthe temperatures and recalculating the pressures after-wards. The surface pressure derived from the a prioripro�le does not change. Note, that the a priori vec-tor x0 in the optimal estimation equations contains thetemperatures of the a priori, but not the pressures.Theoretically, it is possible, to treat the surface pres-sure as an additional retrieval parameter. Test cal-culations have shown that the MAS data do not con-tain enough information to provide this information andwould calculate very unreasonable surface pressure val-ues. Therefore, the surface pressure must be kept con-stant. The assumption of a certain surface pressuremeans the assumption of a respective air mass abovethe surface, because in a hydrostatic atmosphere thesurface pressure is caused by the mass of the air abovethe surface. To treat the surface pressure as a free pa-rameter in the retrieval, means to retrieve the mass ofthe air above the surface.The forward calculations are performed on a 1kmaltitude grid. The temperatures are retrieved on avertical grid with 5 km spaced point pro�le with lin-ear temperature interpolation between the grid points.The 5 km resolution represents approximately the in-struments resolution in the stratosphere. The verticalresolution of a limb sounding instrument is determinedby the antenna beam width, the pressure broadeningof the observed emission lines, the frequency resolutionand the signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver. For theMAS the antenna beam width is the dominant param-eter.The data input for a single pro�le retrieval is onelimb-scan (down-scan plus up-scan). Every limb-scanis retrieved separately. No smoothing or averaging be-tween di�erent scans has been applied. All �lter bankchannels of the three oxygen lines are evaluated simulta-neously, weighted by the noise error covariance matrix.The temperature pro�le a priori covariance matrixis diagonal, i.e., we do not introduce correlations. Alldiagonal elements of the temperature a priori covariancematrix are (5K)2, corresponding to �T = 5K, whichis a very conservative assumption considering that thevertical spacing is 5 km.

Continuum Emission Continuum emission pro-vides an approximately constant o�set over the mea-sured band width for each O2 line. Since the contin-uum contamination of the measurement is not knownaccurately, it has to be processed in the retrieval. Asimple way is to subtract a linear base line from eachoxygen line for every tangent altitude, from both themeasurement and the synthetic spectra. Each base lineis de�ned by the mean value of the brightness temper-atures for the observed O2 line at the wings. This isof course not a continuum retrieval, but a way aroundcontinuum emission uncertainties.This means that we implicitly do not use the absolutevalues of the measured radiance, which causes informa-tion loss, especially around 15km (127hPa) and below.We cannot retrieve tropospheric temperatures withoutan accurate continuum emission model.Retrieval of Critical Instrument ParametersSimultaneously with the temperature pro�les, criti-cal instrument parameters are retrieved. These param-eters are retrieved for every temperature pro�le in or-der to monitor changes in their retrieved values by scancycles and time, even if some of these parameters arenot expected to change. All the described critical in-strument parameters and the temperature pro�le areretrieved simultaneously for each scan cycle.Tangent Point Altitude Because of uncertain-ties in the shuttle navigation system, the tangent pointaltitudes, calculated from the scan angle and shuttlenavigation system informations, are not accurate.The altitudes of the antenna beam tangent pointshave been more accurately retrieved by Berg [1996] andLangen et al. [1994]. These calculations have been madeby �tting the measured MAS spectra to model spectra,calculated with the respective model atmospheres afterFleming et al. [1988] for the corresponding latitude andmonth.During one limb scan cycle the shuttle performs aslowly constant roll movement, because of the conser-vation of angular momentum of the shuttle, unless thepositioning control system changes the shuttle's angu-lar momentum. This happens about every 12hours forposition stabilization.We can calculate the correct relative tangent alti-tudes using the shuttle roll angle and the antenna anglewhich are given for each data sample interval (DSI, seesection \The MAS Instrument"). The absolute tangentaltitude is retrieved simultaneously with the tempera-ture pro�le and the other critical instrument parame-



WEHR ET AL.: RETRIEVAL OF STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 5ters. As an a priori value for the absolute tangent al-titude we use the results of Berg [1996]. Berg retrievesthe tangent altitude separately for each DSI. From hisretrieval results we use only the tangent altitude of oneDSI per scan cycle, which has a tangent altitude close to35 km, which is Berg's tangent altitude with the small-est �t error. The tangent altitude value of every otherindividual DSI of the same scan cycle is calculated fromthe roll angle and antenna angle information of eachindividual DSI plus the 35-km-DSI value from Berg.Hence, only one tangent altitude o�set number per scancycle is a retrieval parameter and one of the elementsof x in equation (1).The di�erences of our a priori tangent altitudes andthe tangent altitudes retrieved with our algorithm arereferred to as the tangent altitude o�set �halt. The re-trieval results of �halt are a function of both the uncer-tainties in the shuttle navigation system and the �xedsurface pressure, which is taken from the a priori at-mosphere pro�le. A wrong surface pressure causes analtitude shift in the altitude-pressure relation and in�halt. Therefore, the absolute value of the retrieved�halt is only true if the surface pressure is correct. Buteven if the surface pressure is wrong, �halt is consistentwith the calculated altitude-pressure function, which isthe important aspect. Because the absolute value of�halt depends on the accuracy of the surface pressure,it is only presented for one example retrieval.Brightness Scaling A careful analysis shows thatthe received spectral power is smaller than expected,probably due to errors in the antenna characteristics.To compensate for this, a brightness temperature scal-ing factor of the synthetic spectra, calculated with theforward model, has to be retrieved as an additional pa-rameter. The a priori assumption is a scaling factor of0.92 after the previous analysis of Berg [1996]. It hasbeen tested in a large number of evaluations, that an apriori value of 1.0, which is the expected scaling factoraccording to the instrument speci�cations, would resultin the same retrieval results.Sideband E�ciency The MAS is a microwaveheterodyne receiver. The measured brightness temper-ature at the frequency �, TB;� , is the sum of the bright-ness temperatures in the signal band TS� and the imageband T I� , weighted with the sideband e�ciency s�TB;� = s�TS� + (1� s�)T I� (9)This signal composition takes place in the �rst in-termediate frequency range, which is the di�erence ofthe frequency of the atmospheric signal and the fre-quency of the �rst local oscillator of the MAS. Hence,

the sideband e�ciency retrieval results will be shown asa function of the intermediate frequency. The sidebande�ciencies of the three oxygen lines are assumed to beindependent from each other. Within each frequencyrange of the three oxygen lines, the sideband e�ciencyis assumed to be a linear function of frequency.The instrument operates as a double sideband re-ceiver. Because of insu�cient ground characterizationof the sideband e�ciency s� , it is retrieved as a lin-ear function of frequency, independently for each of thethree O2 lines. As the �rst guess (a priori), a doublesideband e�ciency of s� = 0:5 is assumed for all fre-quencies, corresponding to a perfect double sidebandreceiver.ResultsThe MAS temperatures are presented on a pressuregrid, rather than on an altitude grid, even though thealtitudes are the independent variables. Since we com-pare to NCEP data which are available on pressure lev-els, and not on geometric altitudes. The MAS retrievalresults are plotted on the retrieved pressure levels.Retrieval Result of a Single MeasurementAs an example for a retrieval of a single scan cyclewe discuss the results of 31 March 1992, measured overthe tropical Atlantic Ocean at a mean tangent pointposition of -20.4� longitude and -7.81� latitude.Figure 1 shows the retrieved atmospheric tempera- Figure 1ture pro�le (above) and the simultaneously retrievedinstrument parameters (below). The upper plot showsthree di�erent pro�les; the MAS retrieval (solid line),the a priori temperature pro�le after Fleming et al.[1988] (dashed) and the NCEP pro�le (dotted) for com-parison.The a priori and NCEP pro�les are in good agree-ment below 15km (127hPa) and between 20-35km(54-5.7hPa). In the tropopause and stratopause theNCEP temperatures are below the a priori tempera-tures. NCEP data were not available above 1hPa. Thereliable altitude range of the MAS retrieval in this ex-ample is 15-50km (127-0.8hPa).The MAS temperatures are in very good agreementwith the NCEP data. Compared to the NCEP data theMAS results show the lowest tropopause temperatureto occur at 15 km (127hPa). Considering the low ver-tical resolution of the MAS pro�le (5 km), this resultis still consistent with the NCEP data, which show thelowest temperature around 18km (75.9 hPa). At thestratopause the MAS retrieval is also in very good agree-



WEHR ET AL.: RETRIEVAL OF STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 6ment with the NCEP data. The inuence of the a prioriinformation becomes signi�cant above 50 km (1.5 hPa),and the retrieval becomes similar to the a priori. Thesurface pressure has been extrapolated from the 20 km(54hPa) pressure value of the data after Fleming et al.[1988]. The retrieval of the temperature pro�le con-verges after the second iteration.The three lower plots in Figure 1 show the resultsof the instrument parameter retrieval. The leftmostplot shows the sideband e�ciency at the �rst and lastfrequency of each frequency range, which are given inintermediate frequencies. The sideband e�ciency hasbeen retrieved independently for each of the three oxy-gen lines as a linear function in frequency. The re-trieval of these parameters converges after the �rst it-eration and shows that the oxygen radiometer channelsare close to a double sideband response. This is consis-tent with the results from Berg [1996].The lower-middle plot shows the value of the re-trieved altitude correction, which is an o�set to the apriori data. The retrieved altitude o�set is typicallyin the order of some hundreds of meters and convergesrapidly. The brightness temperature scaling factor con-verges to a value of 0.95. Since this value is also foundin the retrievals of the other pro�les discussed here, thiscan be interpreted as a systematic instrumental e�ect.The instrument hardware has not been checked for thise�ect, because the required measurements cannot beperformed with the instrument in its present con�gura-tion. However, the results can be considered reliable,since the same value is consistently evaluated in a largenumber of retrievals.The retrieved temperatures are independent fromeach other in the middle and upper stratosphere andslightly smoothed in the lower stratosphere. The aver-aging kernels (de�ned here as the rows of the averag-ing kernel matrix) of the retrieved temperature pro�leare given in Figure 2 (right). In the range of 25-45kmFigure 2 (24.5-1.5hPa) the values are approximately equal toone. Therefore, the temperatures are not inuenced bythe a priori data. The smoothing e�ect is small in therange of 25-40km (24.5-2.9hPa). Below and above thisaltitude range the pro�le is smoothed and slightly in-uenced by the a priori data. Below 15km (126.6hPa)and above 55 km (0.4 hPa) the temperatures are dom-inated by the a priori data. The error correlation forthe temperatures at each grid point (altitude level) isapproximately -0.3 to the temperatures at the neigh-boured vertical grid points, which is small consideringthat the total precision is around 2K. The error corre-lations are derived from the error covariance matrices,

which are not shown here. The reason for disappearingaveraging kernels below 15km (127hPa) is the uncer-tainty of continuum emission, for which we cannot usethe absolute values of the measured radiances. The av-eraging kernels would not disappear, if we knew thecontinuum emission. The averaging kernels disappearin the mesosphere because we are not using the inner20MHz of the oxygen lines which are a�ected by Zee-man splitting.The left plot of Figure 2 shows the statistical errorpro�les. The total statistical error is a composition ofthe measurement noise error due to the receiver noise(dashed line) and smoothing errors. Even for the 5 kmresolution we still observe a slight vertical smoothing,which is very small in the altitudes where the averagingkernels are close to one (right plot). The statistical errorof the MAS temperature pro�les varies between 1.5Kand 4K depending on the altitude.The averaging kernels and the error pro�les are rep-resentative for all retrieved pro�les presented in thispaper. Di�erences of this retrieval to the retrievals pre-sented below are negligible. For all retrievals shown be-low we retrieved the same sideband e�cency and bright-ness temperature scaling factor as in the example pre-sented in Figure 1. That means, these instrument char-acteristics are consistently retrieved and did not changeduring the evaluated period. The tangent altitude o�set�halt varies with each retrieval, because of the rollingmovement of the space shuttle. The diagonal elementsof the averaging kernel matrix which belong to the crit-ical instrument parameters are all equal one.Retrieval of Three Data SetsWe retrieved temperature pro�les for three datasets at di�erent geographical locations. The data arerecorded on 31 March 1992, over a tropical region(Atlantic{Africa), over the South Atlantic and overNorth America, respectively. The time of all measure-ments is between 3 to 6 am GMT. The NCEP analysisdata are given for GMT noon time. The pro�le dis-cussed in detail above and presented in Figure 1 is takenout of the South Atlantic data set.Each retrieved single pro�le has been retrieved fromthe whole down- and up-scan of one scan cycle, i.e.,within the examined altitude range each pro�le comesfrom the same number of measurements. We use onlyscans in this analysis for which the roll movement ofthe space shuttle is constant, so that it can be eas-ily corrected and does not e�ect the retrieval results.The displayed vertical range in the �gures is limitedto a maximum altitude of 40 km (2.9 hPa), since not



WEHR ET AL.: RETRIEVAL OF STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 7all measurements have su�ciently large averaging ker-nels above 40km (2.9 hPa). The top plot in Figure 3,Figure 3 Figure 4 and Figure 5 displays the track of the 20 kmFigure 4Figure 5 tangent point for the retrieved temperature pro�les. Inthe retrieval shown in Figure 5, we used only a subset ofthe sequential measurements. The second plot of each�gure shows the retrieved MAS temperature pro�les asa function of latitude. For comparison, the third plotin each �gure contains the NCEP temperatures. Boththe MAS and the NCEP contour plots contain a rowof markers (at 2.7hPa, which is the low-pressure sideof the plots) giving the positions of the MAS measure-ments. The fourth plot in each �gure shows the di�er-ences of the MAS and NCEP data. The color scale isthe same in all plots. The di�erences plots have a coloro�set relative to the MAS and NCEP data plots. Eachcolor level corresponds to a 5K temperature di�erence.The comparison of the MAS and NCEP data showssome good consistency in basic features, but a muchhigher latitudinal variability in the MAS data. TheMAS data are not vertically smoothed and containstructures due to noise. The residual plots show a ten-dency of the MAS data to lower tropopause tempera-tures. Since the averaging kernels in the tropopause aresmall (see Figure 2), these structures could be artifacts.Also, the restriction to a 5 km spaced vertical grid willusually exaggerate pro�le extrema [Wehr , 1996]. How-ever, with this MAS data analysis the possibility of toohigh NCEP temperatures in the tropopause and lowerstratosphere should be considered as well. One reasonmight be a broader vertical smoothing in the NCEPdata, which smoothes out the temperature minima inthe tropopause much stronger than MAS. This is sup-ported by comparing the MAS-NCEP di�erence plots ofthe North America results versus the two other resultsover Atlantic-Africa and South Atlantic. The agree-ment of MAS and NCEP is much higher over NorthAmerica, which can be seen in Figure 5 versus Fig-ures 3 and 4. The NCEP analysis should be best overNorth America because numerous radiosonde pro�lesare available there for the NCEP analysis.The MAS temperatures of the middle stratosphereshow �ne structures which are mostly within the noiseerror bars. Compared to the NCEP data, some localstructures can be resolved which are not found in theNCEP data. For example, in Figure 3, the MAS ver-tical temperature gradient in the 20-40km (54-2.9hPa)range is not as constant as shown in the NCEP data.Evidently, both the MAS and NCEP temperatures showthe same latitudinal gradient in the 15-20km (127-54 hPa) altitudes.

Figure 4 shows a latitudinal wave structure in theMAS data over the range -20� to 0� and 25-40km(24.5-2.9hPa), which is missing in the NCEP temper-atures. These wave structures are believed to be realbecause of the latitudinal phase propagation. Around-30� the MAS temperatures show stronger oscillations,especially above 30 km (11.5hPa), where temperaturesjump between the individual pro�les. Therefore, it isnot clear if these oscillations are real or cause by somesystematical problems in these particular spectra, sincethe magnitude of these variations are signi�cantly largerthan the measurement noise. The latitudinal gradientin the lower stratosphere is consistent in both data sets.The residuals in the latitude range -40� to -25� indicatesome systematic structures. This might be caused by ei-ther insu�cient vertical resolution of the MAS retrievalor overly smooth vertical NCEP temperature gradients.Similar structures are found in the residuals of Figure3. The latitudinal temperature gradient over NorthAmerica (Figure 5) is similar for both the MAS andNCEP temperatures. As in the prior two data sets,the MAS results show much more local structure. Inparticular, the lower stratosphere at low latitudes andthe upper stratosphere at high latitudes is signi�cantlycolder in the MAS data.Preliminary retrieval results of the data set \Atlantic-Africa" are published by Wehr et al. [1997]. Thesedata are revised in this publication after the retrievalalgorithm has been improved. In particular, in the pre-vious analysis, the continuum has not been subtractedfrom the measurement and from the synthetic data, asdescribed above. In the new analysis, presented here,the residuals between MAS and NCEP temperaturesare smaller. Especially in the lower stratosphere we ob-serve residuals of up to 10K smaller than before. Also,both the vertical and latitudinal MAS temperature gra-dients have become much smoother.SummaryStratospheric temperatures have been successfully re-trieved from MAS measurements. The values of thesideband e�ciency and brightness temperature scalingare found to be consistent with the previous analysis ofBerg [1996]. While in the previous analysis the instru-ment parameters have been �tted to synthetic bright-ness temperatures of model atmosphere pro�les, theyhave been retrieved in this analysis simultaneously withthe retrieval of atmospheric pro�les.The sideband e�ciency of the MAS has been re-



WEHR ET AL.: RETRIEVAL OF STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 8trieved consistently for all measurements evaluated inthis analysis. It has been found that the MAS is operat-ing as a double sideband receiver with a slight frequencydependence of the sideband e�ciency. Uncertainties inthe scaling of the measured brightness temperatures,probably due to uncertainties in the antenna pattern,have been �xed by introducing a brightness tempera-ture scaling factor. This factor has been retrieved con-sistently over all evaluated measurements.Stratospheric temperatures have been retrieved ona 5 km vertical grid with reliable values in the altituderange of 15 km (127hPa) to 40 km (2.9 hPa). Comparedto the NCEP analysis data the MAS temperatures showa higher variability, since no latitudinal smoothing hasbeen applied. We also found the tendency that MASmeasures lower temperatures in the lower stratosphere,compared to NCEP. The statistical errors range from2K to 4K.The MAS has been proven to be very useful for globalstratospheric temperature measurements. It preciselymeasures stratospheric temperature and pressure pro-�les with a vertical resolution of 5 km. This can cer-tainly be used as a very valuable input to global dy-namical models.Acknowledgments. The authors would like to ac-knowledge the MAS team, especially the groups of G. Hart-mann (PI), Max-Planck-Institut f�ur Aeronomie, Germany,N. K�ampfer (Co-PI), University of Bern, Switzerland, R.Bevilacqua (Co-PI), Naval Research Laboratory, USA, C.L.Croskey, The Pennsylvania State University, USA, and J.Olivero, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University, USA.Special thanks also to our colleague Arend Berg.ReferencesAellig, C.P., N. K�ampfer, C. Rudin, R.M. Bevilacqua, W.Degenhardt, P. Hartogh, C. Jarchow, K. K�unzi, J.J. Oliv-ero, C. Croskey, J.W. Waters, H.A. Michelsen, Latitudi-nal distribution of upper stratospheric ClO as derivedfrom space borne microwave spectroscopy, GeophysicalResearch Letters, 23, 17, 2321{2324, 1996 a.Aellig, C.P., J. Bacmeister, R.M. Bevilacqua, M. Daehler, D.Kriebel, T. Pauls, D. Siskind, N. K�ampfer, J. Langen, G.Hartmann, A. Berg, J.H. Park, J.M. Russell III, Space-borne H2O observations in the Arctic stratosphere andmesosphere in the spring of 1992, Geophysical ResearchLetters, 23, 17, 2325{2328, 1996 b.Berg, A., Bestimmung des atmosph�arischen Druckes mitHilfe von satellitengetragener passiver Mikrowellenra-diometrie, PhD thesis, Verlag Shaker, Aachen, Germany,1996.Bevilacqua, R.M., D.L. Kriebel, T.A. Pauls, C.P. Aellig,D.E. Siskind, M. Daehler, J.J. Olivero, S.E. Pulia�to,
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Figure 1. Retrieval results of atmospheric temperature in the altitude range of 10-60km (281-0.2hPa), upper plot,and instrument parameters, lower plots. Lower left plot: The sideband e�ciency has been retrieved as a linearfunction of frequency, independently for each of the three oxygen lines. The 3 symbol shows the a priori value ofthe sideband e�ciency, at the �rst and last measured point of each line. The + symbol shows the retrieval result.
Figure 2. Left �gure: the statistical errors of the temperature pro�le. The dotted line shows the smoothingerror, the dashed line the measurement error (noise) and the solid line the total statistical error, in terms of thesquare roots of the diagonal elements of the total statistical error covariance matrix. This matrix is the sum ofthe smoothing error covariance matrix and the measurement error covariance matrix. Right �gure: the rows of theaveraging kernel matrix. The plotted altitude range is 10-60km (281-0.2hPa).
Figure 3. Flight over Atlantic{Africa: ight track, MAS measurement, NCEP data, residuals. Each color levelcorresponds to a 5K temperature di�erence. The altitude range is 15-40km (127-2.9hPa).
Figure 4. Flight over the South Atlantic: ight track, MAS measurement, NCEP data, residuals. Each color levelcorresponds to a 5K temperature di�erence. The altitude range is 15-40km (127-2.9hPa).
Figure 5. Flight over North America: ight track, MAS measurement, NCEP data, residuals. Each color levelcorresponds to a 5K temperature di�erence. The altitude range is 15-40km (127-2.9hPa).
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